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Mandibular advancement device to treat snoring and sleep apnea 
 
Instruction for use 

 
 

Content of the set: 
 

- An upper splint adapted to your 
teeth with 1 front hook (1) 

- A lower splint adapted to your 
teeth with 2 back hooks (2) 

- 6 sets of 8 supple straps (3) 
- Instructions for use 
 

 

 

 

 

 
How does Somnofit-Pro work? 
Somnofit-Pro is based on the medical anti-snoring solution known as mandibular advancement. It consists of pulling the lower jaw 
forward a few millimetres in order to free the air intake passage and release the back of the tongue. Many clinical studies show its 
effectiveness.  
Indications and contra-indications for use: 
Somnofit-Pro is recommended in the following cases:  
- Snoring 
- Obstructive sleep apnoea (medical supervision required) 
Somnofit-Pro is contra-indicated for patients who: 
-wear a removable or partial dental prosthesis 
-have mandibular joint pain 
-have loose teeth or advanced periodontal disease 
-upper or lower jaw with less than 10 teeth 
-are under 18 years old, Keep the device and its components out of the reach of children 
Precautions: 
For any other problems or concerns regarding the safe and effective use of Somnofit-Pro consult your Dentist or Doctor regularly. 
If you have doubt on your dental health, consult your Dentist. If you have diurnal tiredness, you may suffer from sleep apnoea. 
Consult your Doctor for a complete check-up. 
Warnings, use of the Somnofit-Pro device may cause: 
- dental sensitiveness after putting of the device on waking ( It disappears after clenching 3 or 4 times your teeth) 
- pain forward the ear, vanishing usually after some days of regular use, or becoming worse (in this last case, use a weaker 
forwarding strip, or consult a Doctor). 
-excessive salivation initially but this generally stops when you get more used to the device 
-tooth movement or change in dental occlusion (position of each jaw in a closed mouth). If the lower jaw doesn’t come back in its 
original position after taking off Somnofit-Pro, stop wearing it. 
If any unpleasant side effect persists, stop wearing the appliance and consult your Dentist or Doctor 
Maintenance, life, warranty: 
Every morning, remove your Somnofit-Pro device, rince it and place it in a container filled with lukewarm water into which you have 
put a tablet of anti-bacterial scale remover. Leave it the entire day. Just before settling in mouth your Somnofit-Pro for the night, 
throw out the liquid and rince it well with fresh water. 
To insure a stable mandibular advancement, change the supple strap every 2 months. 
The lifetime of the device depends on factors such as maintenance, nocturnal clenching of the teeth (bruxism) and acidity in the 
mouth. So it cannot be guaranteed for a fixed period of time. It will only be covered by warranty in the event of any manufacturing 
faults. The results regarding the reduction of snoring or apnea cannot be guaranteed either, because they depend upon the user’s 
anatomy.  
!!! Check the general condition of the appliance regularly. 
!!! The appliance must be changed if cracks or breaks appear or if the material deteriorates. 
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Mounting the Mandibular advancement device: 
Remove the selected strap with a cutter. Keep the 

other straps. Insert the hook of the superior 

moulding into the central hole of the strap and 

turn a quarter. Place the holes of extremity of the 

strap on the hooks of the lower moulding and turn 

a quarter to lock the strap. 

 

 

Adjusting the lower jaw advancement with supple straps: 

During a couple of nights, the user must get accustomed to wear the device and we advise him to use the strap Nr. 4. 

This strap moves approximately the lower jaw for 6 mm in comparison with the usual position without SOMNOFIT-Pro. 

According to each dental morphology, the real value of the advancement can vary. After some nights of adaptation, 

adjust the lower jaw advancement according to the following principles: 

-If the traction of the jaw is too strong and uncomfortable, use a strap of an inferior value. 

-If snoring doesn’t diminish sufficiently, use a strap of a superior value.  

An advancement of 4 to 7 mm is usually enough. In case of sleep apnea, the verification of the effectiveness and of the 

mandibular advancement must be realised preferably with the sleep disorders physician. 

 

 

 

 

Made in Switzerland by: 
 
OSCIMED SA 
Allée du Quartz 3 - CH-2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds 
Tel: 0041 32 926 63 36  
info@oscimedsa.com   
http://www.oscimedsa.com 

  

 
 
 


